[Subacute cytosteatonecrosis of pancreatic origin. Surgical problem in 5 cases (author's transl)].
The authors report 5 cases of subcutaneous cytosteatonecrosis (Weber-Christian syndrome of pancreatic origin) and review 68 cases in the world literature. The skin, bone joint and general manifestations may appear without any clinical or radiological sign of pancreatitis. The rise in blood and urinary amylase and lipase, the skin lesions, the joint pleural and peritoneal effusions, orient the diagnosis towards the pancreas and suggest a full radiological arteriographic and echotomographic investigation. The pancreatic disease was pancreatitis in 50 cases, cancer in 18 cases. Too long a delay between the initial signs and the diagnosis may lead to early operation even in the absence of pancreatic signs. The cancer may still be limited and removable. The pancreatitis was in 18 cases a false cyst of the head in 2/3rds, whether obvious clinically or not. Operation led to its discovery usually but may miss the lesion which is then only discovered on autopsy. Removal or early by pass operations transform the prognosis which is otherwise fatal. Analysis of these cases illustrates well the problems of indication operative management and efficacy of surgery in a disease still relatively unfamiliar both to physicians and surgeons.